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Abstract

The increasing availability of rating datasets (\textit{i.e.}, datasets containing user evaluations on items such as products and services) constitutes a new opportunity in various applications ranging from behavioral analytics to recommendations. In this paper, we describe the design of VUGA, a visual enabler for the exploration of rating data and user groups. VUGA helps analysts, be they novice analysts or domain experts, acquire an understanding of their data through a seamless integration between exploring users and exploring their collective behavior via group analysis. VUGA is data-driven and does not require analysts to know the value distributions in their data. While automated systems can identify and suggest potentially interesting groups, they can do that for well-specified needs (\textit{e.g.}, through SQL QUERIES or constrained mining). VUGA helps analysts \textit{filter and refine their exploration as they discover what lies in the data}. VUGA enables analysts to \textit{easily acquire statistics about their data, form groups, and find similar and dissimilar groups}. While most visual analytics systems are data-dependent, VUGA relies on a data model that captures user data in such a way that a variety of group formation and exploration approaches can be used.
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We describe the architecture of VUGA and illustrate its use via tasks and a user study. We conclude with a discussion on future work enabled by VUGA.
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1. Introduction

Scientists and non-scientists increasingly rely on user data to achieve a variety of tasks with the target goal of finding people of interest or analyzing collective behavior. Many examples of user data can be found on the social web and more particularly in online rating systems. In general terms, rating datasets can be described by a combination of demographics (e.g., age, gender, occupation) and events (e.g., movie or book ratings). Given their high volume, understanding what lies behind those datasets is a daunting task. More specifically, identifying group behavior in those datasets relies on the ability to explore the space of users, aggregate their demographics and interests, and compare groups. While automated systems can identify and suggest potentially interesting groups, the need for an interactive process that provides filtering capabilities requires a visual interface. The combination of a visual interface and statistics with filtering capabilities is referred to as Visual Analytics (VA). In this paper, we describe VUGA, a VA system for exploring users and forming and exploring groups in datasets that have demographics and ratings.

A visual user group analytics system integrates user data exploration and group exploration via a visual interface. User data exploration is the process through which analysts acquire an understanding of users and their statistics [1]. This process relies on the ability to visually filter users based on common demographics or interests. This process results in a seed group that is built by the analyst for further exploration. Group exploration takes as input a seed group and returns similar and dissimilar groups [2]. User and group explorations both serve scenarios where analysts express partial needs and require to build on the knowledge they acquire as they see more data. Providing an interface
enables visual inspection of the data and lets the analyst intervene to apply filters, handpick users in groups, form new groups, and request related groups. VUGA caters to analysts with varying levels of expertise. Novice analysts are generally interested in completing daily tasks such as finding a movie or starting a book club. For that, they need to find people like them and alternate between a user-centric view and a group-centric view of the data. They also need to explore individual and collective interests to reach a decision. Domain experts, on the other hand, tend to look for validating assumptions on their data, the so-called “Confirmatory Analysis” [3]. For instance, they want to verify if middle-aged people prefer Drama movies over Comedies. For that, they need to obtain a holistic view of statistics and data distributions associated with demographics and movie genres. VUGA offers an integrated system within which both users and groups can be explored.

While the status quo of analyzing user data and user groups is to get statistics, form groups, and explore them with separate tools [4], VUGA combines the power of a visual interface with an interactive exploration of user data and groups. This has both transfer and time overheads [5]. Some existing work alleviates that by providing partial handshaking between different components. For instance, visual interfaces are integrated with user exploration [6] and group exploration [7, 8, 9, 10]. There are also many exploration methods without a visual interface [11, 12, 13, 14]. VUGA is a fully-integrated visual exploration system for rating data.

VUGA relies on a data model that captures a variety of user data and additional information that allows to compose and iterate between the user and group explorations. The model represents a user as a single vector that gathers demographics and interests. A set of users is then a set of vectors to which a 2D projection is applied for visualization. The projection is based on computing vector similarity between user vectors and visualizing similar users closer to each other. The 2D projection is done using t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding technique (t-SNE) [15], which is widely applied in machine learning, visual analytics, and data mining. This projection enables analysts to form a
seed group which is fed to group exploration to find similar/dissimilar groups. This interleave between modeling users and groups enables seamless handshaking between user and group explorations through a visual interface.

**Contributions.** VUGA makes the following contributions.

1. The ability to represent, ingest and visualize a variety of user and rating data in a generic fashion.

2. The ability to visually filter and form user groups on-the-fly along multiple dimensions. Additionally, the visualization is enriched with a coordinated view of various statistics associated with groups.

3. The ability to use a group exploration method that takes a seed group and find similar/dissimilar groups through seamless integration between a user-centric and a group-centric view of user data.

4. Support for different use cases that cater to analysts with different data expertise. Two representative use cases and a user study that validate the need for an integrated system for user and group explorations.

**Outline.** Section 2 describes the components of VUGA and positions our contributions with respect to related work. The design considerations of a visual exploration system for user data are outlined in Section 3. The overall architecture of VUGA is outlined in Section 4. A detailed description of VUGA in action is described in Section 5. We present a user study in Section 6. Section 7 concludes with a summary and a discussion of future directions.

2. Related Work

Exploring rating data calls for an understanding of data about users and the ability to handpick users of interest (referred to as group formation). A group is a set of individuals with common demographics and events. Forming such groups enables analysts to understand the collective behavior of individuals in groups.
Often there exist millions of groups in user data which put a burden on analysts to pick groups of interest manually. Group exploration methods help analysts navigate in the plethora of groups in an effective way. Visualization helps analysts make sense of explored data and groups. VUGA is a mixed-initiative framework [16] which incorporates rating data exploration, group exploration, and visualization, in a fully connected fashion. We structure the related work by the features and analytical tasks that VUGA provides. First, we review visual analytics approaches which enable sense-making of user data (Section 2.1). Second, we discuss systems which help analysts understand and explore users and groups using visual variables (Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively). Third, we discuss underlying connections between group formation and exploration, and review systems that implement partial handshaking (Section 2.4). Last, we discuss how current systems support alternating between the user and group context (Section 2.5).

2.1. Visual analytics for understanding user data

Visualization refers to a set of approaches which enable sense-making of data using visual variables [17]. It adds value to insights with the use of visual views rather than textual or tabular content [18]. The combination of analytical reasoning and visualization gave birth to the field of Visual Analytics (VA) [19, 20]. This field is responsible for the formulation, refinement, and validation of hypotheses about data using interactive visual interfaces. VUGA implements visual analytics for analyzing user data. A common challenge for visualizing user data is clutteredness, i.e., the huge volume and heterogeneity of user data hinders its effective visualization. We review related work which tackled this challenge to provide a clear visualization of user data.

Scatter plots and parallel coordinates. A preliminary solution is to employ visual views which can separate user data naturally, i.e., scatter plots [21] and parallel coordinates [6]. However, the drawback of such views is that they only serve numerical attributes. Also, they do not fully solve the problem of clutteredness, as a rich user data with many attributes is still problematic to be
visualized with such methods.

**Summarization.** Another way to address clutteredness is to visualize only a summary of user data. In [22], a visualization approach is proposed to summarize sequences of user events and provide details-on-demand only. In [13], the analysis is limited to a pre-defined set of groups (*i.e.*, cubes) to reduce the amount of visualized data in each analysis iteration. However, the challenge with most summarization methods is that they are lossy, *i.e.*, there is no way to revert to the unsummarized version of the data, or it is time- and space-consuming.

**Customizability.** There is a recent trend whose effort is to provide a set of “visual grammars” where analysts can customize the analysis process and define what they want to see, hence reducing unnecessary content to visualize [23]. Vega is among the most popular visual grammars in the literature [10], where analysts can employ “signals” to associate their customized way of visualizing data to visual variables. Signals are dynamic variables that parameterize a visual element (e.g., a circle representing a group) for interactive behavior. Full customizability of visual grammars enables analysts to express clear visualizations for their analysis tasks. While visual grammars are beneficial to define the structure of an analysis task and reduce visual content, it is time-consuming, and analysts are not necessarily knowledgeable about visual grammar rules.

**Dimensionality reduction.** Recently, dimensionality reduction has become the method of choice in visual analytics to represent a clear 2D visualization of user data [24]. The proximity in the 2D view reveals the similarity between users.

Popular dimensionality reduction methods are Principle Component Analysis (PCA), Multidimensional Scaling (MS) and *t*-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (*t*-SNE) [15], and more recently UMAP [25]. The focus of PCA is to capture variance in user data [26]. Given a user and its attributes, PCA uses its covariance matrix to perform a linear transform from the attributes to two new orthogonal dimensions with the largest possible variance (aka, the Rayleigh quotient). However, the linearity of PCA dismisses the similarities between group members. MS focuses on finding a matching from the *n*-dimensional space to a
2-dimensional space which preserves similarities between group members \[27\]. The advantage of MS over PCA is in its extended functionality to non-linear mappings. MS minimizes a stress function which captures the difference of user similarities between the original view and the 2D view. While \(t\)-SNE has the same manifold nature as MS, it focuses on local structures of group members to obtain a clearer view \[28\]. Instead of the stress function, \(t\)-SNE minimizes the KL-divergence between the distribution of user similarities in the original view and the 2D view to separate dissimilar members even more. For all these reasons, we employ \(t\)-SNE in this work to obtain a clear 2D view of user data. UMAP \[25\] is the newest among these dimensionality reduction techniques. It has similar visualization capabilities compared to \(t\)-SNE, but at a lower cost.

2.2. Visual enablers for group formation

The integration of VA approaches with group formation enables visual inspection of user groups. Analysts inspect formations in a visual form, and if they are not satisfied enough for their task, they change filters to form other groups. Self-Organizing Maps \[29\] are employed to visualize the overall distribution of events in user groups. Belt charts (or Sunbursts) \[30\] are also used to provide a more focused view on biases in distributions (dominating attribute-values) of a single group (e.g., presence of more females in groups than males.) In case the analyst wants to focus on one specific facet of formed groups, a 3D regression heatmap can be adapted to user groups to organize all groups in a 3D grid reflecting the extent of correlation between groups and the given facet \[31\]. In the work of Makanju et al. \[32\], hierarchical relations between groups are visualized to provide a big picture of the group space. PivotSlice focuses on one single group and visualizes relations between users in that group \[33\]. TruGRC \[34\] describes a group recommendation system that relies on aggregation strategies of user profiles. In VugA, analysts observe users and their similarities in a 2D view. Selecting each subset of users in this view renders immediately a set of statistics about them, which help analysts decide which users to consider for group formation.
2.3. Visual enablers for group exploration

The integration of VA approaches with group exploration enables interactive visualizations for user groups. Visualized groups facilitate expressing needs for analysts [7, 35]. Zenvisage provides a visualization view for query-based explorations [7]. Data Tweening is another visualization view which enables analysts to retain changes between consecutive iterations of exploration [8]. Vexus is a visualization framework to provide native support for exploring user groups [9]. FlashView is also a visualization interface for fast exploration of user groups using approximate query processing (AQP). In VUGA, a seed group will be selected in the 2D view and the system will explore other similar and dissimilar groups to the seed group.

2.4. Handshaking between group formation and exploration

Group formation and exploration have each their separate systems and it is often hard to enable a natural formation-exploration loop, due to their different nature. Few approaches in the related work incorporate them into the same loop. In [11, 36], groups are formed as frequent patterns, and the analyst can only examine groups selected by an objective function. In [12], the focus is more on exploration where groups are sampled from the group space and analysts can guide the sampling process according to their interests. Also in [13, 14], a set of pre-computed groups are available for exploration. Boratto et al. [37] describe an approach for automatic group detection that follows a group modeling strategy. The main challenge in all such systems is that the interaction between formation and exploration is weak as one needs to start a group formation process from scratch when alternating from an exploration process.

2.5. Alternation between users and groups

Most user analytics approaches provide results either in the form of individual users or groups, hence there is no alternation between users and groups. In [29, 30, 31, 11, 36], user data is analyzed only in the form of groups, hence inquiring about their members is nearly infeasible. While groups and their members are
both considered in [33, 38], interactions with groups is missing. It is crucial for a user analytics system to provide means to alternate between groups and their users anytime during the exploration. In VUGA, analysts can select any subset of users from the 2D view to obtaining detailed information at the individual level. They can then handpick a few users among them for group formation.

3. Design Considerations

We discuss four design considerations underlying the development of a visual analytics system for user data and user groups.

3.1. Represent and visualize user demographics and rating data Rating user data involves demographic information about the users and the items they review. The visualization of demographics using charts offers a simple way to drive exploration for each of the demographic categories. A more challenging task is the creation of a visualization that allows exploration of users with similar interests (e.g., similar genres of rating items). Such a task requires the creation of a view of the data that allows analysts to inspect users with similar interests. VUGA represents user interests as feature vectors and maps each vector using a 2D projection. The 2D projection positions users based on their similarity offering an additional way to explore users in the subsequent steps (group formation and exploration).

3.2. Enable filtering and group formation

Given a set of users, the analyst should be able to filter them based on their demographics and interests. The system should also allow the analyst to build a seed group that will serve as a basis for further exploration. VUGA associates a set of statistics to the displayed users. Analysts can select users of interest using one of two ways: by simply using a lasso tool to select users, or by using demographics and interests filtering. In all cases, a seed group is constructed, and a coordinated view of various statistics associated with the seed group is provided. The coordinated view is updated as group membership evolves.
3.3. *Enable group exploration*

Given a seed group, the system must provide a way to use it as a starting point in exploring the space of existing groups. The exploration should not confine the analyst to specific regions of the space. In VUGA, the analyst can ask for similar/dissimilar groups. With this feature, the analyst can choose to maintain her train of thought by continuing to explore groups with similar demographics and interests or could choose to jump in the space of groups via the dissimilarity feature.

3.4. *Enable handshaking between user data exploration and group exploration*

This handshaking closes the loop between the two key components of user group analytics: analytics on users and analytics on groups. Analysts must be able to switch from a user-centric view to a group-centric view and vice versa. In both cases, VUGA relies on a data model that enables the efficient ingestion of user data and provides a visual interface to switch from user data to groups and vice versa.
VugA provides a visual analytics interface that communicates with three components depicted in Figure 1: the Data Preparation component that admits raw user data and produces a 2D projection that is made available to the analyst; the Visual User Exploration component that takes as input a 2D projection produced by data preparation and possibly filters specified by the analyst using a lasso tool or demographic attributes, and generates a seed group; the Visual Group Exploration component that admits a seed group and finds $k$ similar/dissimilar groups ($k$ is provided by the analyst). The visual analytics interface acts as an enabler to the components of VugA and allows seamless integration of user exploration and group exploration. It also enables a full loop by allowing the analyst to select one or several groups out of the $k$ groups returned by exploration as an input to the user exploration component to enable the inspection of their members and their statistics. We now describe the components of VugA in more detail. First, we discuss the Data Preparation component which renders the visual layout (Section 4.1). Then we provide an overview of the visual analytics interface (Section 4.2). Last we present User Exploration and Group Exploration components (Sections 4.3 and 4.4).

4.1. Data Preparation

VugA supports user data from different domains. For this purpose, it uses a generic format that allows direct integration with the visual interface. The format consists of four different tables: users $U$, items $I$, events $E$, and similarity features $X$. The table $U$ contains user demographics (e.g., age, gender, occupation, etc.), $I$ contains descriptions of items (e.g., movie or book information, medical treatments, etc.), $E$ describes relations between users and items (e.g., review of a movie or book from a given user, a medical treatment for a given user, etc.), and $X$ describes features derived from user demographics. We represent derived data in a similarity feature space that contains an $n$-dimensional

\[\text{https://github.com/FabianColque/VUGA}\]
record (where \( n \) is the number of genres) for each user, where similarity is defined as the distance between points in this space. We provide an example to explain how the similarity features are derived. Consider a dataset of movie reviews, and two users \( A \) and \( B \), both having reviewed 100 movies. Suppose user \( u_1 \) reviewed 60 drama, 20 comedy, 15 romance, and 5 children’s movies. Similarly, user \( u_2 \) reviewed 10 drama, 50 comedy, 25 romance, and 15 children’s movies. One way to compare users is to encode the genre of movies as a 4D record using the percentage of reviews per genre. In this case, assuming that the dimensions are drama, comedy, romance, and children’s, the result record for \( u_1 \) would be \((0.6, 0.2, 0.15, 0.05)\) and for \( u_2 \) \((0.1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.15)\). User similarity can then be computed using any metric in the feature space, such as Cosine and Pearson Correlation.

Analysts have access to both demographics and similarities through the interface. However, instead of interacting with the similarity space in a complicated \( n \)-dimensional space, we project it into two dimensions using a dimensionality reduction technique called t-SNE \([15]\), which is widely applied in areas such as machine learning, visual analytics, and data mining. Like other dimensionality reduction techniques, t-SNE positions points closer to each other in the 2D projected space if their counterparts in the original \( n \)-dimensional space are also close. Many aspects impact the position of projected high-dimensional points. Ideally, projected points are the least overlapping possible while keeping similar points close to each other. t-SNE admits as input the number of iterations and perplexity. These two parameters dictate how the projection shapes up. In this paper, we computed projections in trial-and-error iterations of varying parameter combinations to choose the one with a reduced projection error and a good separation of points (i.e., uncluttered view). Since the t-SNE computations are costly, the projection is performed offline by the Data Preparation component.

Although extremely powerful, the effective use of t-SNE is challenging. The guidelines proposed by Wattenberg and colleagues \([39]\) suggest running several tests with varying values for t-SNE parameters. The first parameter is called \textit{perplexity}, which roughly speaking, encodes a distance from a point to its
neighbors that aims to balance between local and global aspects of the data.

The second parameter is the *number of iterations*, which indicates the maximum number of times an optimization process runs until a cost function $C$ can be found optimal and adequate. According to experiments done in previous works [15], the recommended values for the number of iterations are 1000 and 5000 iterations, while for perplexity, the recommended values are 5, 30, and 50.

We ran several tests using a combination of these parameters and list the final cost function minimized during the optimization. In Table 1, we display the...
resulting cost value for both datasets using a combination of perplexity (5, 30, and 50) and the number of iterations (1000 and 5000). Each combination was executed three times to account for variability in the results. We highlight for each dataset the minimum cost function value found. In the MOVIELENS dataset, the optimal values correspond to the perplexity of 50 and 5000 iterations. In Fig. 3, we display the projection obtained for varying values of perplexity and the number of iterations in the MOVIELENS dataset. By comparing the distinct projections, we observe that the projection using the optimal parameters found in our tests (iterations = 5000 and perplexity = 50) created a projection that does a better job in separating the users with a strong preference for the three main genre classes (drama-red, comedy-green and action-yellow.

4.2. Visual Analytics Interface

Figure 2 illustrates the visual analytics interface of VUGA. The interface has distinct views to display information and statistics of users, configure group formation and exploration, and display the generated groups. VUGA uses a coordinated user interface that updates the information displayed after any
Table 1: Varying $t$-SNE hyperparameters (perplexity and number of iterations) for the MovieLens and BookCrossing datasets. Each configuration was executed three times. The configuration with the minimum cost function value is chosen to generate the projection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Run</td>
<td># Iterations</td>
<td>Perplexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5000</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

selection. Different views of this interface are explained as follows.

**User projection view (A)** displays a collection of points (from the tables $X$ and $E$ of user data), each corresponding to a user. The $t$-SNE projection defines the position of users. We color-code points using a set of pre-defined mappings. Users can be selected in this view using a lasso tool.

**Demographics view (B)** displays statistics over the demographic attributes (from the table $U$ of user data). Users can be selected directly over each demographic attribute, and the coordinated interface gets updated automatically right after each analysis iteration.

**Items view (C)** lists items (from the table $I$ of user data) associated with the
current selection of users. Items can be sorted according to any column in the table.

**User description view (D)** lists user’s detailed information (from the table $U$ of user data) in a table. Users can be sorted according to any column in the table.

**User selection area (E)** is a buffer that lists the users saved in the group formation phase (by the analyst) and which constitute the seed group for group exploration.

**Group exploration configuration (F)** is an area for configuring the group exploration parameters, including objective (similarity or dissimilarity) and the number of groups to return ($k$).

**Group exploration results (G)** is an area for displaying the results of group exploration.

**Group charts (H)** displays statistics about the seed and explored groups in the form of pie charts, bar charts, and stacked-bars.

The user projection view enables analysts to visually inspect similarities between users. Note that there is no notion of coordinate axes in the 2D projection, and the view reflects only the proximities. However, other visual variables (i.e., color hue, brightness, transparency, and glyphs) are employed in the 2D view to providing more information about users. For instance, we use different color mappings to differentiate among users attributes. Analysts can
configure the interface to define the mapping between attributes and colors, color scales, and weights of color brightness. Figure 4 shows different configuration settings, where each point depicts a user. The example on the left shows a categorical red-green color-coding, where gender is used for mapping. The middle example maps a categorical color table to each genre. The color of each point is defined by the dominant genre of its corresponding user. The dominant genre of a user is the one whose number of reviews is the largest. The color weight of the point is also defined by the amount of dominance. For instance, if Drama is the dominant genre of a user covering 80% of her reviews, a bright red point (red is associated to Drama) represents this user in the 2D view. The example on the right features a continues color-coding mapped to the amount of genre dominance. Such color-coded views enable the comparison of all genres in one place. We consider the middle example of Figure 4 as our default view in VUGA’s interface.

4.3. Visual User Exploration

The input to User Exploration is the 2D projection of user data. This component supports the ability to explore statistics about users and build a seed group out of individual users. This is done in two steps: selection and inspection. First, the analyst picks a subset of users either by selecting demographics or by using a lasso tool. Then she inspects the information and statistics provided for these users to handpick few users of interest, which constitute her seed group for further exploration.

User selection. Analysts can use two different views of VUGA’s interface to select users or refine a previous selection: user projection view and demographics view, i.e., views A and B in Figure 2 respectively. Both views are coordinated, hence a selection on one reflects the other. Figures 5A and 5B illustrate the selection process using the user projection area. First, a lasso tool is provided where analysts can draw freehand selections around the users in the projection. There is also a categorical selection which allows the analyst to choose dominating genres of interest. Figure 5C illustrates the selection process.
Figure 5: Selection methods for group formation: lasso selection in the user projection area (A), category selection in the user projection area (B), and demographics selection (C).

in demographics view, where attributes can be selected by clicking on their corresponding histogram bar (e.g., filtering users to college/grad students in the figure). The selection process is composable, i.e., a later selection can add/remove users to/from an initial selection. For instance, a lasso selection can then be refined by selecting a few demographic attributes of interest.

**User inspection.** In Figure 2 views C and D are used for inspection. They list the items that the selected users are associated to (i.e., reviewed movies/books), and demographics of those users, respectively. The analyst can handpick users of interest in the user description view (Figure 2D). Handpicked users will be added to the user selection area (Figure 2E). Group charts (Figure 2H) displays some aggregated statistics (in the form of pie charts, bar charts, and stacked-bar charts) for the current selection of users in the user selection area. This helps the analyst to see how insightful her current selection is. While the user
projection view (Figure 2-A) only convey genre dominance information, group charts provide more details in the form of distributions of different demographic attributes.

4.4. Visual Group Exploration

Group exploration admits as input a seed group returned by group formation and generates similar or dissimilar groups. Few parameters dictate the functionality of group exploration. First, we review these configurable parameters, and then we discuss the process of group exploration.

**Group exploration parameters.** Analysts can configure the parameters of group exploration in the “group exploration configuration” view (Figure 2-F). The first parameter, \( k \), is the number of groups to return by the group exploration process. The second parameter (i.e., top dimensions) allows discarding negligible dimensions. The parameter specifies the percentage of the top most relevant dimensions of the seed group. For instance, if the selected users in the user selection area expressed reviews on 18 different genres, then tuning this parameter to 90\% would consider 16 most relevant genres for exploration. The parameter is set to 100\% by default (i.e., use all dimensions). The third configuration parameter defines the objective of exploration, be it either similarity or dissimilarity. For instance, if the analyst sets \( k = 5 \), top dimensions to 100\% and similarity as the objective, then 5 similar groups will be generated as exploration options using all available dimensions of the seed group.

**Group exploration process.** Given a seed group, group exploration returns \( k \) similar/dissimilar groups and illustrate them in the “group exploration results” view (Figure 2-G). Each new group can become a seed group in the next analysis iteration. Figure 6 illustrates the process of group exploration in VUGA. For each user in the seed group, we compute all neighbor users in a radius \( r \) and then select the top-\( m \) closest/farthest neighbors, in case the objective is similarity/dissimilarity, respectively. Note that the similarity computation and comparison are performed in the original \( n \)-dimensional space. Then for each
user $u$, we obtain a list $N_u$ which contains $m$ neighbor users of $u$ at the distance $r$. A candidate group can be generated for exploration by randomly selecting $k$ users from neighbor lists. Other candidate groups will be generated in the same fashion but with no user intersection with previously generated groups. The parameters $r$ and $m$ define the “pool size” and “heterogeneity” of exploration, respectively. The higher $r$ and $m$ are, new groups pick more heterogeneous users from a larger pool. Note that these parameters are not explicitly placed in the interface. However, analysts can tune these parameters in the back-end configurations. In our use cases, we set $r$ to the 10% of the largest distance between a pair of users and $m = 50$ as a result of minimizing error in a $k$-fold cross-validation.

VugA is generic and can incorporate different group exploration methods. In this paper, we focused on the similarity/dissimilarity exploration method as an intuitive way of sensemaking in user data. However, other methods can also be integrated in VugA, e.g., diversity exploration [14], contrast group exploration [40], distribution exploration [41], and multi-objective exploration [1]. One of our future directions is to perform a thorough study on several exploration methods and their influence on user group analysis.

5. VugA in Practice

In this section, we demonstrate usage scenarios of VugA in exploring users and exploring user groups in MovieLens and BookCrossing datasets. To focus on the practical aspects of our approach, we provide use cases for analysts in their role as domain experts (Section 5.1) and novices (Section 5.2). In each case, we define a hypothetical exploratory scenario and describe the exploration steps and the results obtained. In Figure 7, we show dominant genres for each dataset in the projection to illustrate areas where a given genre dominates others. We used different sets of $t$-SNE parameters for each dataset to obtain the most uncluttered projection. For MovieLens, we use 5000 iterations and perplexity of 50. For BookCrossing, we use 1000 iterations and a low perplexity of
1. Consider a neighborhood of radius r for each element in G
2. Select up to k closest neighbors per user (e.g. 8 in this case)

3. For each group, select up to n elements from each Neighbor Group (e.g. 1 in this example)

Figure 6: Illustration of the group exploration process. In this example, four new similar groups are generated from a seed of group of five users (users 1 to 5).

5. A glance at the figures shows that Drama and Comedy are dominant in MOVIELENS, while Non-Fiction and Mystery are the most reviewed genres in BOOKCROSSING.

5.1. Finding Movie Critics

MOVIELENS is a movie review dataset consisting of over 1M ratings for 3,952 movies given by 6,040 users. User attributes are ID, name, gender, age, and occupation. Movie attributes are ID, title, and the list of genres for the movie. The ratings relate a user to a movie and contain a score (from 0 to 5) which reflects the user’s opinion on the movie. As instructed in Section 4.1, first we build a feature space which encodes dominant genres. Since there are 18

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/1m/
Figure 7: Projection view for MOVIELENS and BOOKCROSSING with dominant genres mapped over distinct regions.
different genres in MOVIELENS, the feature vectors have 18 dimensions, each normalized by the total number of reviews.

**Exploration task.** Our goal in this use case is to gather a diverse set of reviews at the first screening of Drama and Comedy movies. We set out to identify a group of reviewers to achieve that goal. The generated group should contain 5 reviewers with Comedy as the dominant genre, another 5 reviewers whose dominant genre is Drama, and a mix of 10 additional reviewers who differ from them either in demographics or in interests. In the following, first we describe the role of the analyst as a domain expert, and then illustrate how exploring users and groups in VUGA enables the analyst to find a set of movie reviewers.

**Exploration as a domain expert.** In this use case, we consider a domain expert who has a rich knowledge about the exploration task, and also the attributes and the structure of the underlying data (i.e., MOVIELENS). However, it is often the case that the background knowledge is only subjectively available in the mind of the analyst, and is not formally represented in form a knowledge base. Hence it is almost infeasible for such analyst to directly query or filter out data based on her needs. In this case, the analyst requires to interact with the system in several iterations to describe her needs and obtain relevant results. It is also crucial for domain experts to access details of their data in different levels of granularity, and the system should provide enough support to navigate between those different levels.

**User exploration.** We illustrate the exploration process in Figure 8. The domain expert starts the exploration by looking for reviewers that have Comedy as their dominant genre. For this purpose, she selects reviewers with Comedy as their dominant dimension using the categorical checkbox in the projection view. This selection limits the view to only green shaded points (the color green is associated with the Comedy dimension). Then she employs the lasso tool to select a set of reviewers in the top-left area of the projection. The result of this selection is 251 reviewers, and the coordinated interface is updated to only display the information associated with the current selection. The expert
performs subsequent selections in the demographics to narrow down the age range to 25-34 years old, resulting in 78 reviewers (44 male and 34 female). She also selects the occupation as academic/educator, resulting in a group of 11 reviewers (6 male, 5 female). She inspects the stacked-bar histogram for those 11 reviewers, which are ordered top-down by the dominance factor, and saves the top-5 reviewers in the user selection area (2 male and 3 female). The analyst repeats the process above after changing the dominant genre to Drama. The result of this process generates an additional 5 reviewers, leading to a seed group of 10 reviewers (6 male and 4 female).

**Group exploration.** The exploration task is to find a mix of 5 to 10 reviewers who differ from the seed group in demographics and interests. Given the seed group, the domain expert invokes the group exploration algorithm to generate the 3 most similar and the 3 most dissimilar groups. All generated groups are distinct from the seed group. By a visual comparison of the stacked bar chart of the seed group against all 3 most similar groups, she observes that the histograms are consistently similar, which is also confirmed by computing the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Also, 2 out of 3 most similar groups have Drama, Comedy, and Romance (in this order) as dominant genres, while one group has Comedy, Drama, and Romance. The expert examines the demographics of reviewers in those 3 groups and handpicks 5 reviewers whose age > 34 and whose occupation differs from academic/educator. She adds those 5 reviewers to the seed group resulting in a total of 15 reviewers who have similar dominant genres and different demographics. Similarly, she examines the most dissimilar groups to the seed group and identify Horror, Thriller, and Sci-Fi as their dominant genres. She handpicks 5 reviewers whose demographics are age within 25-34 and occupation is academic/educator. By adding those 5 reviewers to the seed group, the analyst ends up with 20 reviewers in total.
Figure 8: Exploring the MovieLens dataset to gather a diverse set of reviews at the first screening of Drama and Comedy movies.

5.2. Forming a Book Club

BookCrossing is a book review dataset with 101,376 ratings for 46,380 books given by 8,167 users. Users have a unique ID, a name, a location, and age,
while books have an ID, a title, an author, a year of publication, a publisher and a genre. Since the original BookCrossing dataset does not contain information on book genres, we append the genre information crawled from the Goodreads website\(^4\). Ratings relate a user to a movie (in a scale from 1 to 10). We built a feature space that encodes dominant book genres (in the same way we did for MovieLens).

**Exploration task.** Our goal in this use case is to build a book club for Romance that appeals to senior readers, to delay their memory decline [42]. We set out to identify the most popular authors among readers in that age range. We also look for books that received a high number of reviews among similar readers. In the following, first we describe the role of the analyst as a novice, and then illustrate how exploring users and groups in VUGA enables an agnostic analyst to build a book club.

**Exploration as a novice.** In this use case, we consider that the analyst does not have a rich knowledge about the task and the data structure, and she builds her knowledge by observing insights on users and groups. As the analyst’s knowledge is built iteratively, it is of critical importance that the analyst receives the most interesting set of insights at each iteration. In other words, VUGA should act as a “guidance mechanism” which helps the agnostic analyst make wiser decisions.

**User exploration.** We illustrate the exploration process in Figure 9. The novice analyst starts by looking at the projection to obtain a bird’s-eye view of the data. Points colored in yellow have Romance as their dominant genre. To clean the projection view, she selects Romance, which filters the view to only show relevant points. Given the high number of points, she employs the lasso tool to select a subset of those points. Then the analyst refines her search to only consider people above 54 years old. The result is a group of 43 reviewers who have as dominant genres Romance, Contemporary, and Historical Fiction.

\(^4\)http://goodreads.com
She examines the contents of that group and notices that only 17 books out of 2,657 received more than 3 reviews! Since we are interested in popular authors, the analyst selects the top-5 most reviewed books only and find that Barbara Delinsky has two books on that list. She marks her as an author of interest.

**Group exploration.** Then the novice attempts to find additional popular authors of Romance books. To do that, she saves the group of 43 reviewers as a seed group and asks the algorithm to generate 5 similar groups, resulting in groups that contain about 40 reviewers each. The analyst examine the contents of those groups carefully and find that one has no reviewers in common with the seed group and, 4 have up to a 10% overlap in reviewers. The analyst observes that the author Nora Roberts, who was present in the seed group, also appears in the generated groups four times with different books. That leads us to mark her as an author of interest. Additional authors, not in the seed group, like Dan Brown, Mitch Alborn, and Rebecca Wells appear twice. She also marks them as authors of interest. The analyst observes additional two books: *Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood* that has received a total of 7 reviews across all groups and *The Five People You Meet in Heaven* with a total of 8 reviews across all groups. She marks those as books of interest.

### 6. User Study

We performed a within-subject user study [43] to evaluate the usefulness of VUGA in practice using the MovieLens dataset. We recruited 16 subjects each of which took the role of an analyst in the study. Initially, subjects were given an interactive tour of our tool (one minute, approximately). Then, they were asked to complete five tasks which consisted in exploring the dataset and answering questions about the results they obtained. Subjects were also asked whether they encountered any problems during the execution of the task and had the opportunity of giving feedback. At the end, they were asked to complete a usability questionnaire [44].

Most subjects were male and were between 21 to 30 years old. To neutralize
Figure 9: Exploring the BookCrossing dataset. In this case we explore a group of people that prefer Romance genres and are older than 54 years-old.

The impact of expertise on our user study, we assume that all our subjects are “partially informed users”, where they don’t necessarily have a full knowledge of the datasets and the tasks. However, we asked about their experience with
data visualization tools in pre-questionnaire, where we found that 44% have knowledge of info-graphics used in websites and newspapers, 68% use traditional graphics techniques at work, 19% use data visualization tools at work, and 50% use data visualization in their research projects (experience choices were not exclusive in our study). We defined five tasks including common actions (such as selecting, filtering, and saving users), followed by group exploration and analysis.

Based on the categorization of visualization tasks in [45], we considered the following list of tasks in increasing order of difficulty.

- **T1**: Using the lasso tool, select users who have a strong preference for Sci-Fi movies. What are the most common demographics (gender, age group, and occupation) in the selected group?

- **T2**: For each one of the most frequent demographics identified in T1, click
over the highest bar to narrow down the selection of users. Save the selected users in the Save Area. How many users have you obtained? What are the three most dominant genres in this group of users?

- **T3:** The list of saved users corresponds to your seed group. In the group exploration area, generate $n$ groups of similar users. Inspect the new groups and choose one of the new groups. Find films that appear both in the seed group and in the new group chosen. Among those, identify the two movies with the highest number of reviews.

- **T4:** Using the groups generated in T3, explore the genre charts for the original and the new group. Movie genres in the stacked bar charts are presented in order of dominance. Are these stacked bar charts different across groups? If so, describe what you observed.

- **T5:** Generate groups that are most dissimilar in relation to the seed group. Explore these groups and identify the three dominant genres in the dissimilar groups.

Each task contains questions which help us assess whether the subject was able to achieve the intended goals of the exploration. Although some questions did not have an exact answer (as the answer depended on the actual selection of users made by the subject), we were able to have an inkling of the possible range of answers – we carried out the tasks ourselves a number of times and made notes about the possible answers.

For each task, we recorded the subjects’ comfort in completing the task using a Likert scale, from 1 (difficult) to 5 (easy). With the user study, we can assess whether the design considerations discussed in Section 3 were achieved.

- **Represent and visualize user demographics and rating data (Section 3.1)** – This goal was measured in tasks Tasks T1 and T2. The questions in T1 were answered correctly by 15 out of 16 subjects. In T2, one of the subjects reported the total number of users rather than the number of selected users, and the same subject who had a problem understanding T1, also reported
movie genres that were not in the possible range of correct answers. Thus, for
T2 we have 15 subjects with correct results. The successful completion of T1
and T2 showed that this design goal was met.

- Enable filtering and group formation (Section 3.2) – T3 assessed whether
subjects’ were able to perform these tasks in VUGA. Again, only one of the
subjects reported implausible answers to the questions associated with T3.
These results confirm that this design goal was also met.

- Enable group exploration (Sections 3.3 and 3.4) – Tasks T4 and T5 evaluated
these design considerations. All answers to questions associated to these tasks
were plausible, indicating that the visual comparison of groups using stacked
bar-charts allowed the analysis of (dis)similarity across groups.

Figure 10 shows the boxplot of the task completion assessments of the subjects
in the Likert scale. We observed that subjects felt comfortable in completing all
five tasks, with a median value equal to or greater than 4. We ran an Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) to test whether there was a difference in mean across the five
tasks. The calculated $p$-value was 0.068, which means that we accept the null
hypothesis stating that there were no differences across tasks at a 95% confidence
level. Since the tasks were in increasing order of difficulty, we attribute this
result to two possible causes: the learning effect experienced by subjects as they
progressed in the exploration tasks, or simply because all tasks were fairly easy
for them to accomplish.

At the end of the tasks, users were asked to complete the System Usability
Scale (SUS) questionnaire [44], which is a widely used tool for evaluating usability.
VUGA scored 76.4 points. A study by Sauro et al. [46] analysing 500 SUS
questionnaires concluded that a SUS score greater than 68 are above average and
that a score of 74 converts at percentile rank of 70%. Thus, a score of 76.4 means
that VUGA fared better than at least 70% of the systems analysed by the authors.
Figure 11 shows a stacked bar chart of all 16 questionnaires completed by the
subjects of the user study. For visualization purposes, agreement/disagreement
with positive/negative questions on a scale from 1 to 5 were converted to a scale
from ‘- -’ to ‘++’, according to the opinion polarity they conveyed. No subject has given a strongly negative score to any of the ten questions. Out of the ten questions, the most positive opinions were regarding questions 5—“I found the various functions in this system were well integrated”, for which there was a strong agreement and 6—“I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system”, for which there was a strong disagreement. Most negative opinions were given in response to question 2—“I found the system unnecessarily complex”, for which half the subjects chose the ‘neutral’ answer, one subject gave a negative score and the remaining seven gave positive scores. We believe this happened because most visualization systems that the subjects are used to interacting are simpler than VUGA.

**Limitations.** Despite the positive results of the user study, the feedback given by some subjects have pointed out limitations of VUGA. Two subjects mentioned that the need for scrolling up and down a few times in order to complete tasks T4 and T5 made them lose focus. One subject suggested that movie genres should be listed alphabetically. Finally, one subject mentioned she would have liked to select multiple groups to compare (and not just two).
7. Summary and Discussion

We described VUGA, a visual enabler for user data exploration and group exploration. We provided representative tasks and showed how VUGA helps analysts achieve different goals. Despite its strong points, VUGA has limitations. Some subjects in the user study identified specific features they wish were adjusted. Furthermore, the number of colors that we can assign to the circles in the Projection Area is limited by the number of colors a human can perceptually distinguish. In this article, we used a maximum of 18 colors/categories and feel that this would upper bound - studies recommend using no more than ten colors [47]. In addition, the number of users and groups that can be clearly displayed depends on the size of the screen - e.g., in a small laptop screen, a user can comfortably see at most ten groups. We designed our user interface to accommodate a small graph (with up to 20 groups) because the group exploration task we envisioned were also limited by a small number of groups the user wants to simultaneously compare. If necessary, increasing this limit would require scaling the graph drawing technique to support the display of larger graphs, as discussed in the work of Graves [48].

A user study is limited to qualitative analyst-centric evaluations. Hence the need for a principled evaluation methodology arises, which we consider as a future perspective. Despite the established body of related work for evaluating user data exploration, group exploration, and visualization alone, there is no evaluation methodology for their combination [4, 49, 50]. A valid question is whether we can evaluate VUGA with a combination of methods proposed to evaluate its components? Adapting exploration-based and visualization-based evaluation protocols (i.e., quality and user experience axes) does not cover its quantitative aspects (e.g., how fast its formation method performs.) While user studies alone are often biased and incomplete [51], we discuss four novel opportunities of all-together evaluation of user exploration, group exploration, and visualization, as follows.

Isolation. A natural approach is to isolate human-oriented aspects such as user
experience and satisfaction and evaluate other aspects (i.e., performance and quality of results) using traditional measures. For human-oriented aspects, a user study is often designed. Although isolation enables a thorough evaluation, it suffers from two drawbacks. First, the boundaries of human-oriented and system-oriented aspects are fuzzy. For instance, group exploration is fired by an analyst, but some system-oriented aspects (e.g., amount of intersection between groups) are also associated with exploration. Second, isolated evaluation assesses user exploration and group exploration separately, and does not capture their interactions.

**Crowdsourcing.** Crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk[5], Crowd4U[6] and Figure Eight[7] scale up user studies by providing access to a large audience of information consumers[52]. The high confidence associated to a user study with a large population dissolves doubts on bias and incompletion. It is shown in[53] that for a dataset with more than 100K users, at least 1100 participants are needed to achieve results with an error margin of ±3%.

**Quantified user study.** User studies can be enriched with quantified measures to complement participants’ answers. While responding to questions, measures such as time-to-think, mouse actions, eye movements, scrolling actions, dragging speed, number of backtrackings, number of cycles, and number of restarts will be recorded for participants[54]. This enables both qualitative and quantitative evaluations.

**Benchmarking.** Quality can be assessed by comparing it against standard tests, i.e., benchmarks. Benchmarks are a common practice in the database community (e.g., Oracle TPC benchmark[55] and LDBC Social Network Benchmark[56]) In[57], a few visual exploration benchmarks are discussed, such as IDEBench[58] and REACT[59]. A benchmark should consist of analyst traces, i.e., a recorded session (using screen captures, recorded voice, I/O capture, etc.) of analyst

---

actions in every component of the system they are interacting with.

In summary, the evaluation of an interactive visual analytics tool for exploring users and user groups would need to go far beyond typical user studies and quantitative measures. Appropriate benchmarks that capture human factors (e.g., motivation and satisfaction) in user group exploration need to be designed and deployed. We believe that such an effort must be adapted to different application needs and hence result in domain-specific benchmarks.
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